Abstract
Introduction
The main idea of the techniques that attempt to make web pages easy for semantically use is representing web data and resources in a standard semantic format to enable intelligent agents to interact web resources semantically and efficiently [1] [2] [3] . Related work uses semantic web languages (RDF, DAML, OWL,...), which depend on ontology, to represent meta-data that contains the semantics of the original data. However, this paper proposes a technique to represent dynamic web contents in a semantic structure format, CDL, that does not depend on ontologies.
The CDL (Concept Description Language), which proposed by Institute of Semantic Computing, describes semantic/conceptual structure of contents (resources) and can deal with natural languages, mathematical expressions, movie, music, etc [4] . The aims of CDL are to realize machine understandability of web text contents, and to overcome language barrier on the web.
CDL is one of three languages that can express CWL (Common Web Language). As a part of the Incubator Activity of W3C, CWL is a common language for exchanging information through the web and also for enabling computers to process information semantically.
This new representation bases on Concept description language for natural language (CDL.nl) which describes the concept structure of the text based on a set of predefined semantic relations [1] . The top ontology of CDL.nl is mainly based on the Universal networking Language Knowledge Based (UNLKB), which is based on Universal Words (UWs) of UNL developed under the United Nations (United Nations University). UWs is a large set of English words arranged in a specific semantic network structure. The main advantage of CDL is that it does not depend on ontologies. However it depends on UNLKB and a set of universal relations so it can be used without ontologies problems. Moreover, the predefined CDL semantic relations can be universally use while ontologyies are domain dependant [5] .
For example, representation of a statement such as "John bought a computer yesterday" in CDL is: {#A Event tmp='past'; {#a1 buy;} {#a2 computer ral='def';} {#a3 yesterday ral='def';} {John John;} [#a1 agt John][#a1 obj #a2][#a1 tim #a3]} On the other hand, some researchers try to make representation to natural language text in web pages into CDL format [1] . This work uses natural language methods to make semantic representation. However, it is difficult to apply natural language techniques for tabular form in dynamic web pages that get its content from underlying database. This is because tabular form does not follow the natural language rules. However, we adopt another approach to represent this data form in CDL language. This paper focuses on representing dynamic web content that are generated from underlying database into CDL semantic format. The generated CDL semantic representation can be used to make intelligent search over a wide range of web pages to get accurate search results. Actually, searching semantic CDL relation is more powerful than searching relational database or natural language text in the web pages.
//another form {buy-agt John; buy-obj computer; buy-tim yesterday;}
Architecture
This work aims to represent dynamic generated date, stored in a database, into CDL format in order to be processed semantically. This approach depends on the underlying database schema. This is because web page design is more likely to change than the underlying stored data structure. Consequently, CDL generation will not change even web page design is changed.
In order to represent the meaning of dynamic web pages, as a first step the underlying DB schema should be converted to a semantic network represented as a set of CDL statements. These statements contain references to DB objects. This process of representing DB schema in a semantic network should occur only once at installation time. Moreover, the semantic of the webpage content can be auto-generated using these CDL statements. As shown in figure 1 this work is divided into two main phases. The first phase is to make representation to relational database schema in CDL notation. The second phase is auto-generation for CDL semantic representation for dynamic web pages.
DB schema semantic representation
The aim of this stage is to convert DB objects (tables and fields) and the relations between these objects into semantic related concepts represented by CDL format. The output of this process is a semantic network in which nodes represent concepts and arcs represent semantic relations between concepts. As shown in figure 1 , there are two steps to make this conversion.
The first step to convert DB schema into CDL representation is automatically creation of a semantic network structure that represents database schema. In this step, a paragraph is created for each database table  and for each data field in this table a statement inside  the paragraph is created. Moreover, in this automatically generated template for semantic network structure, table name appears as a property in the paragraph tag (<P>). In addition, each statement inside the paragraph is associated to a specific As a second step, user should manually complete a CDL statement for each field by adding missing concepts and relations to the statement. For example, to represent researcher address field, user may insert a new event such as "live" and make the use of CDL semantic relations to get the semantic representation for this field as the following notation: "R.name agt live plc R.address". This notation means that a research is an agent of the event live and the place of this event is the researcher address.
In addition, to represent the statement that associated to a foreign key such as deptID field, user may add an event "work" , make a relation between this event and the name field in researcher table, and add another relation between the new added event and the name field in department table. Finally, the statement will be as the following:
<S field='deptID' ref='department'> <cdl>{ work:0A >agt "?researcher.name":01, >plc depatment:3A;
:3A >mod "?department.name":4A }::uw</cdl> </S> The references to database objects are replaced with the appropriate data in the CDL generation phase. Completing CDL statements for DB schema is not a time consuming or tedious work because user works only on DB schema not the actual data. The proposed (DB2CDL) tool, figure 2, helps users to manage conversion of DB schema to CDL semantic network correctly and easily. Figure 3 shows an example for the process of representing a db table such as "researcher" table in the proposed semantic form.
The generated CDL statements will not be changeed even though the stored data is changed. However, if the database schema changed, these CDL statements should be adapted to reflect schema changes.
CDL data generation
This stage automatically converts dynamic web page that retrieves its contents from DB to CDL format. In order to make this conversion it should use the semantic DB schema represented in CDL statements, which is the output of the first stage. This step is maintenance free. This means that there is no change in this step even though the stored data is changed or the database schema is changed.
Dynamic web page that retrieves its contents from underlying database contains SQL queries that are executed on server side to generate the page content. In order to represent the page content in semantic format, query result should be represented in the CDL format.
For example, consider a dynamic web page, that shows researchers information, contains this SQL query "Select researcher.name, phone, address, email, researchPoints, degree, department.name from Researcher, department where researcher.id = Pr and researcher.deptID = department.ID;". If the web server receives a request to this page with parameter Pr=42, it will show the information of a researcher with specific id = 42, figure 4.
Based on semantic CDL schema that generated in the first phase we can generate CDL semantic of the query result. For example, it is stated in the CDL DBschema that the researcher name is the agent of an event 'live' and the place of this event is the address. consequently, we obtain this CDL { live:0D >agt Ali Saber:01; :0D >plc "Minato-ku, Tokyo":1D }::uw. Moreover, in order to auto-generate CDL data for query result the following steps should be executed. 1. get tables list stated in the from clause 2. get CDL schema for each table (table's paragraph) 3. get list of fields retrieved from each table 4. find the DB relations stated in both where clause and CDL schema 5. for each field generate the corresponding CDL statement (replacing DB references) 6. for each relation find its CDL statement. If there is missing information for any statement, make a new query to get this information. By applying these steps on the previous query the representation of the web page contents will be as shown in figure 4 . These CDL statements contain semantic of the web page contents. Consequently, this dynamic web page can be accessed semantically.
This phase of automatic CDL generation for dynamic web page contents can be implemented as a set of APIs. These APIs can be used in the script of the web page. This means that if a request is received by the web server to a specific page the CDL generation process will be run as a step of script execution on the server side and the generated CDL code will be sent to 
Related work
Comparing to RDB2RDF approach, which converts relational database to RDF [6] , CDL is richer than RDF. This is because RDF represents data in triples format (object, property, value). However, CDL represents data in a semantic structure that enables users to express more internal relations. For example, RDF representation for the result of a query such as "select name, address from members where id =3;" is: (member, name, Khaled) (member, address, Tokyo). However, CDL representation for this query result looks like (Khaled agt-live-plc Tokyo). So in CDL there is additional relation between name and address. This kind of relations is useful in answering queries semantically. Finally, unlike RDF, CDL does not depend on domain ontology.
Conclusion
This paper shows a technique to represent dynamic web pages into CDL (Concept Description Language). The proposed technique transforms the database schema to CDL semantic network structure (which is a model transformation step) and manually completes CDL statements with semantic relations using DB2CDL tool. As a second step, extract semantic description associated to a page according to the retrieved data it contains. This last step is based on SQL queries used to bring contain into dynamic pages.
